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3-DIMENSIONAL SUBMANIFOLDS OF SPHERES WITH

PARALLEL MEAN CURVATURE VECTOR*

By

Qing-ming Cheng and Bin Jiang

Abstract. In this paper, for a 3-dimensionai complete submamfold

M with parallel mean curvature vector in S3+P(c), we give a pinch-

ing condition of the Ricci curvature under which Mis a 3-dimen-

sional small sphere.

1. Introduction

Let M be an n-dimensional complete submanifold immersed in a sphere

Sn+P(c). It is well-known that properties of M can be described by a pinching

condition of some curvatures. When M is a minimal submanifold or a sub-

manifold with parallel mean curvature vector, many authors studied the pinch-

ing problem with respect to the sectional curvature or the scalar curvature of

M and a lot of beautiful results were obtained. It is natural to consider

whether we can describe the properties of M by a pinching condition of the

Ricci curvature. When M is minimal, Ejiri [2] and Shen [5] studied the

pinching problem. Shun [6] researched compact submanifolds of a sphere with

parallel mean curvature vector for n>3. He gave a pinching condition of the

Ricci curvature under which M is totally umbilic.

In this paper, for n―3, we consider same problem. That is, we prove the

following:

Theorem 1. Let M be a 3-dimensional complete submanifold of S3+P(c)(p£2)

with parallel mean curvature vector h.

Ric(M)^~c+^H

//

^8
2C

then M is totally umbilic. Hence M is a 3-dimensional small sphere, where

Ric{M) and H―＼h＼ denote the Ricci curvature and the norm of the mean cur-
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vature vector h respectively.

Theorem 2. Let M be a 3-dimensional complete suhmanifold with parallel

mean curvature vector of S3f?)(c)(£>2). //

Ric{M)^d,

then M is totallyumbilic. Hence M is a 3-dimensional small sphere, where

d―Max ＼-rC
14

+^//2+^- 1521 45 5p-p
"64 H +2H c'2(2p-3)

(c+H>)}

2. Preliminaries.

Throughout this paper all manifolds are assumed to be smooth, connected

without boundary. We discuss in smooth category.

Let M be a 3-dimensional submanifold of a (3+/>)-dimensional sphere S3+1'(c).

We choose a local field of orthonormal frame eu ■■■, e3+p in S3+P(c) and the

dual coframe o)u ･■■, a)s+pin such a way that eu e2 and ez are tangent to M.

In the sequel, the following convention on the range of indices is used, unless

otherwised stated:

And we agree that the repeated indices under a summation sign without indi-

cation are summed over the respectiverange. The connectionforms {(oAb＼of

Ss+P(c)are characterizedby the structureequations

(2.1)

(2.2)

d(DA―S^sAft>s=O, Q)AB+a)AB=Q

d(t)AB―^]O}AcAQ)cB ―^AB ,

@AB= ―~2^jRABCD(0cA(l)D ,

R'BBCD ― C(dAC§BD―(>AD(>Bc),

where QAB (resp. R'abcd) denotes the Riemannian curvature form (resp. the

components of the Riemannian curvature tensor) of Sa+P(c). Therefore the

components of Ricci curvature tensor Ric' and the scalar curvature r' are

given as

R'AB=c(n + p-l)dAB, r'=(n+p)(n + p-l)c

Restricting these forms to M, we have

(2.3) a)a=0 for a=4, ■･■,3+p.
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We see that eu e2 and e3 is a local fieldof orthonormal

o>2 and o)3 is a local field of its dual coframes on M.

(2.31 and Cartan's Lemma that
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frames on M arid wu

It follows from (2.1),

(2.4) o>ai=2/i<>>, h?j=hft.

The second fundamental form a and the mean curvature vector h of M are

definedhv

(2.5)
a = S/i&aMW*0≪ h= -o-2(S/i?i)0ft

3 i

The mean curvature H is given by

(2.6) H=＼h＼=＼ vscsw.
6 i

Let S=S(/zfy)2 denote the squared norm of the second fundamental form of M.

The connection forms {a/o} of M are characterized by the structure equations

(2.7) ■ da>tj―3}Q)itAa>kj=Qij,

where Qtj (resp. Rtjki) denotes the Riemannian curvature form (resp. the com-

ponents of the Riemannian curvature tensor) of M. Therefore the Gauss equa-

tion is given by, from (2.1) and (2.7),

(2.8) Rtjki^cidikdjt-dud^+ZMhfi-hfthfr).

The components of the Ricci curvature Ric and the scalar curvature r are

given by

(2.9) /?y*=2c^*+23/≫ft^-S/i&/≫&,

(2.10) /-=6c+9#2-£ {hfjf .

where

d(Dap-^(i)arAQ)r^ = -―^]Rapija)iA(t}j

(2.11) Raptj=H(hflhfl-hflhfl).

Define h?jk and hfjki by

(2.12) SA&*<w* = d/i&+S/if*a≫*>+2/i?*a)*<-S/iWs
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?>}h%kla>i= dh?jk+'Z}h?lka>tj+'Zh?jl<oik+3}hfjk<oii―J}htjila>aB

The Codazzi equation and the Ricciformula for the second fundamental form

are given by

Mjk-h?kJ=0,

(2.13) h?Jkl~h?jlk= J]h?mRmjkl+ ^h^Rmikl+^hl-R^kl>

The Laplacian Ahfy of the components h", of the second fundamental form a

is given by

Ahfj=^hfJkk.
k

From (2.13)we get

(2.14) Ah?J='Eh&tj+'2liakmRmijk+'2h5itRmkjk+'2h$iRf>aJk .

In this paper, we assume that the mean curvature vector h of M is parallel.

Hence the mean curvature H is constant. We choose en such that h=HeA,

then

(2.15)

(2.16)

i i
for any a=£4,

HaH4 ―H4Ha for any a

where Ha denotes 3x3-matrix (/i&). From (2.14),we have

(2.17) S h?}Ah?j= 2 hfjh%mRmijk
a#4 ≪*4

+ 2 h?jh%liRmkJk+ S h%h$tRpajk,

(2.18) 3}h＼jAh＼J='2h*ijhikmRmijk+'Ehiijh*mtRmkjk.

Define |r12=^a^tr(H2a) and ＼o＼2= tr(H24). Then 5=|r|2+k|2. A submani-

fold M is said to be pseudo-umbilic if it is umbilic with respect to the direction

of the mean curvature vector h, that is

h*tJ=HdtJ.

3. Proofs of Theorems

In this section, we will give the proofs of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. In

order to prove Theorems, at firstwe give the following Propositions 1 and 2.

Proposition 1. Let M be a 3-dimensional complete pseudo-umbilical sub-

manifold in S3+P(c)(p>l) with parallel mean curvature vector. If
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Ric(M)^
5p-9

2(2/≫―3)
(c+//2)
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then M is a totallyumbilicalsubmanifold.

Proof. Because of /fo(M)^[(5/>-9)/2(2/>-3)](c-|-#8)>0,we know thatM

is a compact submanifold from Mvers' theorem (2.17)implies

(3.1)
4A|r|2=S(/*?,-*)2+£/*?,-A/2?,-

= 2 {haijkf+ S (hgmRmiJk+h$liRmkjk)htj+ S h?jh§tRpaJk,
ct＼=4 a±i a,P?i

2 (hkm,Rmijk-＼~hmiRmkjk)hij

= S {tt{HaH^-tv{HlHl)}- S |tr(//a^)}2

+3c|r|2+3#2tr(//a//4//ff)- S {tr(HaH4)}2

Since M is a pseudo-umbilicalsubmanifold, we have H^―Hl, where / is the

identitymatrix. Hence

S tr(HaH4f- 2 tr(#*#|)=O ,

Str(//ai74//J=//|r|,

Thus

(3.2)

(3.3)

S {tr(HaH4)}*=0 (by (2.15)).

2 WmRmiJk + h^iRmkjk)hfJ

= S {tr{HaH^-tr{HlHl)}- 2 {tr(/fa^)}≪+3(c + i/a)|r|8
a.j8*4 ≪,y3^4

According to (3.1),(3.2) and (3.3), we get

(3.4)

Z a?M a,8＼=4

+3(c+#2)|r|2+2 2 {tv{{HaH^~tT{H}Hl)}.

a,$*i

For a suitable choice of e5> ■■■, e3+p, we can assume (p-l)X(p-l) matrix

(tv(H^HaS) is diagonal. Hence
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(3.5)
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S {tr{HaHpY=^{tv{HlV
a,/3?M

From Lemma 1 in [1], we have

(3.6)

a=?M

2{tv{HaHtf-tv{H}HD)

tT{HaH^-H^Haf^-2tT{Hl)tv{Hl),

and equality holds for nonzero matrices Ha and Hp if and only if Ha and Hp

can be transformed simultaneouslyby an orthogonal matrix into

1

H*=X 0

0

0 0＼

-10

0 0'

1 0

0 0

0 0

Moreover if Hai, ･･･,Hag satisfy

＼.T(HaiHail-HakHair+2tr(H%t)tx{H＼k) for 1<LJ, k£s

then at most two of the matrices Ha, are nonzero. Let

(p-l)ffl=＼T＼＼

(3.7)

Then

(3.8)

(/>-l)(/>-2)<72=2 S tr(#*)tr(//|).

≪<5,a,5tM

(p-mp-2Xat-<72)= S {tr(Hl)-tr(H$r.

Hence we obtain

(3.9)
i-A|r|2^2(/i^)2+3(c

+ //2)|r|2
Z ≪=£4

-2{2tr(i^)}2+S{tr(ro}2

^-{2(p-l)-l}(p-l)al-Hp-lXp-2)(ol-<j2)+3(c + H*)＼T＼z

^-(/)-l)(2/)-3W?+3(c + Jf/2)|r|2

= -(2--T^-)M4+3(c + #8)|r|2 ･

On the other hand, for each fixed a^4, we can choose a local field of ortho

normal frames eu e2 and es such that, from (2.16),

hij^Hdij and /t?,-=i?do-.

Since tr//a=2>l?=O, we have



that is,

Hence

(3.10)

For any a =£4,

(3.11)
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i
yiSU?)2}2

trH^-itr HIV

2tr//*a=-£{tr/^}2

≪9M / ≪st4

3 + p
2^{tr{HlHl)-tv{HaH^}

/5==6

3 = 5 ij

According to (2.9), we get

(3.12)

(3.13)

^4 S £(/z&)20*?)2

P*4. j9^≪ij

Ri}=2(c+H*)-{tff- s S(/^.)2

,3*4,f$*a j

2 2W)W

=2(c+//2)SU?)2-2]U?)4-Ei?≪U?)2
i i i
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where di is the infimum of the Ricci curvature of M. Hence

3+p
(3.14) 2£ {tv{HlHD-tx{HaH^}

,3=6

^{8(c-|-//2)-451}tr(^)-2{tr(//I)}2.

The terms at the both ends of the inequality above do not depend on the

rhf＼＼rp^r＼i("Vipframp fipirla Hpupp

(3.15) 2 S {tr(HlHj)--tr(HaHpf}
a.fii=i

^{8(C4-i/2)-4^}|r|2-2 2]4{tr(^)}2

(3.4), (3.5) and (3.15) yield
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(3.16)
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^A|r|2^-{8(C +
//2)-451}|r|2+S{tr(//|)}2+3(C+ //2)|r|2

2S{-5(c + H2)+4<51}|r|2 +

(3.9)Xl/(2/>-3)+(3.16) implies

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

(3.20)

Ih JAIrl^l^-^-

8^

Irl2

0

I

0

5/)-9

2(26-3)

1

|r|4

2h>+Hi^

(c+//2).

3

? l

0

0

0

(c + #2),

and Hb

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

2/>-3

Since 8, is the infimum of the Ricci curvature, we have

If 81>((5p-3)/2(2p-3)Xc + H2), from (3.17) and Hopf's maximum principle, we

obtain j-r|2=0. If 3!=((5/>-3)/2(2/>-3)Xc + #2), (3.16) and Hopf's maximum

principle yield |r|2=constant and allinequalitiesabove become actually equalites.

If |r|2=Q, then Mis totally umbilic, If |r|2^0, from (3.6) and (3.9), we

have

tr(HaHp-HpHaY=2tr(H*)tr(Hl) for a^fi

(fi-l)(p-2)(at-<jz)=0.

From Lemma 1 in [1], we know thatat most two of the matrices Ha are non-

zero,say Hai and Hplt and we can suppose

1

Ha=X 0

0

From (2.16), we have

(3.21) H^H^H.H^, HPlHt=HtHplf trH,=3H.

Hence under this local fieldof orthonormal frames, we also have

h＼j=H8tJ.

a) Case p=2. (2.16) implies for a suitable choice of the orthonormal frame

field

hh=H8a,



(3.22)
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h?j=mij

Si?=O

If #=£0, from (3.12) and (3.13), we have

for i

This

1. 2.3
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3d1= ^-(c + Hi)=6(c + H2)~＼T＼2=3(c+ Hz) (from (3.19)).
Li

is a contradiction. Hence at least one of A" is zero, say A"=0. Thus

X% from (3.22).

Rtt

aif=(x ?)2=y(c + //2),

-2"(c+//2)=constant>0,
i

7?33=2(c + //2)=constant>0 ,

r=S^=3(c + //2)>0.

=1.2

S i?l,=
|-(c+

//2)2=constant.

Hence 7*i?o-=0. Thus Mis a 3-dimensionalconformally flatsubmanifold with

positivedefiniteRiccicurvature. From Theorem 2 due to Goldberg [3], we

know that M is a space form. Hence M is totallyumbilic. This is a contra-

diction.

b) Case />>3. In this cases.(3.20)imolies

a＼―az.

We obtain that at most two of Ha, a=5, ･･･, 3 + p, are different from zero.

Suppose that only one of them, say Hav is different from zero. Then we have

o＼―(1/p―l)|r|2and a2=0, which is a contradiction. Therefore we can

suDoose that

1 0 0

H6=X 0-10

0 0 0

and //6=

0

0

0

Ha =0 for a>7

In this case,
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(3.23)

(2.3) implies
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H<=HI, tr Hl=2X*, tr H26=2fi2,

2A2+2≪2=|r|2^3(c+//2).

Q)H = H(l)i, 6>bi= ^0>i, (D5z=―Xq)2

(Dhl ― UO)z, (Dsz―tKDx, G>63 =
0, Q)ai ― O

O>B3 = 0

for a

Since /i&*=0 from (3.9), we have, for ≪=5, ■■･,3+p,

-d/i&=2 fc&a>tj+2 &&fl>*<+2 ^^o>s≪

Setting j8=6, i =1 and j=2, we have

du=dhU-0

=2, ■■■,3+p.

Hence a is constant. Thus 1 is also constant from (3.23)

Rn = i?22-2(c+//2)-A2-// = -(c + //2)=constant>0.

/?,8=2(c+H2)=constant>0.

Making use of the same proof as in case p=2, we obtain |r|z―0. This is a

contradiction.Thus we comolete the oroof of Proposition1.

Corollary. Let M be a ^-dimensional minimal submanifold in a sphere

S3+P(c). If

Ric(M)^
5/>-4

2(2/>-1)
c

then M is totallygeodesic.

Proof. Since M is a minimal submanifold in Ss+P(c) and Ss+P(c) is a

totallyumbilical hypersurface in S3+p+1(c―H*), then M can be seen as a sub-

manifold in Ss+p+1(c―H2). It is a pseudo-umbilical submanifold with parallel

mean curvature vector h. According to Proposition 1, we know that Corollary

is true.

Remark. The resultin Corollaryis better than one due to Shen [5]

Proposition 2. Let M be a 3-dimensional complete submanifold in S3+P(c)

with parallel mean curvature vector. If

Ricm>-c + -H>+-

then M is a pseudo-umblical submanifold.

^fH'+fffV
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Proof. Because of

Rlc(M)^^-c + ^r:H* + ^r
i

/
-|p//4+f//2<:>0,

331

we conclude that M is compact from Myers' theorem. We choose a frame field

in such a way that

h＼j―Xidij.

Let Ui=ki―H, we have

2^=0, 2^=l<rr-3//2,

%ft＼=6H3-3H＼<j＼*+5:ft

(3.26) ―fW(M2-3#2)3^S/ii^^W(!<7|2-3//2)3,
v o V 6

and equality holds if and only if two of fttare equal (cf. [4]). Because of

(3.27) 23 (2 W*)2= 53 {53tfi-#W
a＼=4i ai=ii

^(|(7|2-3//2)|r|2,

from (2.18),(3.26) and (3.27). we obtain

(3.28) jA＼a＼2=^(hiJkr+^hijAhij

―S (^I;*)2+ S (h＼mRmijk-＼-JlmiRmkjk)h＼j

^S(^)2+3c(k|2-3//2)+9//2(|(r|2-2i/2)

"" 7＼ Va"ffT8~3H8Ts-( I <r12-3//2) |r |2- k |4

=s(/^*)8+(kr-3ff≫)

x{3(c + //2)--^=V(k|2-3//＼)-k|2+3//2-|r|2}

On the other hand, since M is a 3-dimensional submanifold, its Weyl conformally

curvature tensor vanishes, i.e.,

2 {hkmRinijkJrhmiRmkjk)h＼j

9 2 Ui―^jYRijn
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From (2.18),we have

(3.29)
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^3(2&- T>' a＼2-3IP).

!AM2^2(/4-*)2+3(2^-

^3(2^-3c-y/f2+y|r|2+

(3.28)x3/2+(3.29) implies

lAkl^te-

Because of

we have

Hence

(3.30)

|(c
+ //2)-

3 V6

|-)(|(7|2-3//2)

^|<;|2)(k|2-3H2)

J-^f/V(|<7|2-3H2)}(M2-3#2).

35,^Ru=r=6c+9H*- ＼(j＼2-＼t＼2

<r|2-3#8^6c+6tf2-3d, .

jA(＼a＼2-3H2)=jA＼a＼2

^J6^1--|(c + //2)-―^#V2(c + //2)-d7}(|(T|2-3//2).

By a straightforward calculation, we can easily verify that if

we have

3,>
3

^4
c + 64H + 8 V ^H'+fH'c

|65l_ |.(c + //≪)_1^2lHV2(c + H*) -^}(＼ a 12-3i/2)>0 .

According to(3.30)and Hopf s maximum principle,we conclude

k|2-3#2=Q.

Hence, M is pseudo-umbilic.If

then,

5i =
3

4̂

JDOi ―

c +

!<≪+≪･)-

39 1 /1521 45

9V2̂-
i/V2(c+H*) ―5i|(| ct12―3i/8)=0 .
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Therefore from (3.30), we obtain that |a |2―3i/2=constant and allinequalities

above are equalities. If ＼a|2―3H2―0; then M is pseudo-umbilic. If ＼a＼2―3H2

>0, we get that two of ^ are equal. Without loss of generality, we can

suppose fti=[i2,then fi3=―2h1. From (2.18), we have

0=2 (himRmijk-＼-hmiRmkjk)h'ij

Z i*j ＼ Z /

Therefore i?33=0. On the other hand,

R32^d1=-TC+7r;Hz + ~
J^H'+fH'c>a

This is a contradiction.Hence M is pseudo-umbilic.

Proof of Theorem 1. When p=2, ((5/>-9)/2(2/>-3))=l/2.Hence

3

4̂
c+H>+J ~~H*+YH*O^(c+H*).

According to Propositions 1 and 2, we conclude easily that M is a 3-dimensional

small sphere. When p ―l, Proposition 1 implies that Theorem 1 is true.

Proof of Theorem 2. According to Propositions 1 and 2, Theorem 2

holds good obviously.

Authors would like to express their deep thanks for the referee for his

suggestion on Corollary in this section.
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